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recommend that to avoid constructing dams on active fault. If it is impossible to select another site, a flex
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1. INTTRODUCTION

 

Iran lies on a very active region from seismicity point of view, since a shallow destructive earthquake 
(M>6.8) 
any other major structures in such areas must be considered with a required safety factors
years ago many dams have been constructed in Iran. So wit
region for constructing of these structures is limited. Therefore, these structures must be designed in a 
region with low qualification. To design and construct a dam in a seismic zone, the seismotectonic and 
seismic hazard studies are very important and inevitable.

The Shirvan 
constructed on an active fault
concrete dam that is being studied and designed on an active fault and very close to capable Zagros 
Main Recent fault (ZMRF). In this study, the effects of faults reactivations for four dams Shirvan, 
Rudbar Lorestan, mangol, and beheshtabad  will be discussed.

2-The Shirvan dam

 

The Shirvan dam is a double arch dam with 
in the Khorasan province. The Shirvan dam is located within the Kopeh Dagh folded belt at northwest 
of Iran. The most important and closes
fault (F1
Boundary at 
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minimum distance between 1-2 km. For this reason, suggested to design a Rock fill dam instead of a 
double arch concrete dam.  

3. Beheshtabad dam with 184 m height is located within the Zagros fold. The designer 
recommended a double arch dam. Dam site has several faults, that longest fault is 7 km. Some faults 
are located near dam body and lateral structure. Since, we recommended to  avoid construct concrete 
dam on active fault. 

4. Mangol dam with 124 height is located at 23 km south of Amol city. This dam lied on Haraz 
river in north of Iran. Mangol dam site is located at close to two segments of  Alborz north fault. 
Because, we recommended to constructing rock fill dam for this site.  
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